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Abstract. XML has been used extensively on the Web for representing and exchanging a variety of static and dynamic information, such as medical records of patients, database query results, and predictive models obtained from data mining or intelligent analysis tools. Nearly every vendor of data management tools nowadays has delivered some kind of XML support which enables data in other forms to be presented in the XML format. With the increasing role that XML plays on the Web, the need to represent uncertain information has rapidly emerged too, since in real life, information is often uncertain and incomplete. In this short survey paper, we examine the state of the art of approaches to representing and managing uncertain information in XML. We look at various proposals as how uncertain information should be modelled, merged, and explore their advantages and limitations. The issue of automated generation of XML documents with uncertain information will be investigated as well.
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1 Introduction

Extensible Markup Language (XML) has become an important part of Semantic Web, due to its simple and flexible format. An XML document is constructed based on a DTD or an XML Schema that specifies how tags in an XML should be arranged. Initially mainly used to store and exchange static data, such as, metadata standards by Dublin core, XML is now playing an increasingly important role in the exchange of a wide variety of dynamic data too, data that are retrieved or obtained upon requests. Typical examples of this kind are [11], [37], and [47], where the former constructs an XML document from a collection of multimedia data about a patient and the latter two generate XML documents that store probabilistic query results and predictive models obtained from data mining or intelligent analysis tools respectively.

To facilitate the modelling of various types of data in XML, the need to represent uncertain data emerged too, as in the case happened to traditional databases where numerous approaches were proposed to create and manipulate probabilistic databases (e.g.
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[12, 7]), and where the OLAP technology is extended to model uncertain and imprecise data [6]. Because XML documents are structured, uncertain information associated to data must be naturally assigned, interpreted and structured. Uncertainty can occur at different levels of granularity and uncertainty can be interpreted in different ways, such as in terms of probabilities, probability intervals, reliabilities, or even beliefs. Furthermore, an integration result of XML documents having data values with certainty may create an XML document with uncertain data. Therefore, managing uncertain data in XML raises many challenging issues.

**Modelling uncertainty**

The first challenge is how to model data that are uncertain. In some of the Web information exchange standards, uncertainties associated with part of the data (or information) are simply quoted using tag ⟨uncertainty⟩ or something similar. The TEI ([2]), Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) initially launched in 1987, is an international and interdisciplinary standard that helps libraries, museums, publishers, and individual scholars represent all kinds of literary and linguistic texts for online research and teaching, using an encoding scheme in XML. To indicate which description or assertion or a concept is not certain, a tag with name note having value uncertainty is inserted into an appropriate place to record the uncertainty. An example of using this note tag could be

```
 ⟨persName⟩Elizabeth⟨/persName⟩ went to ⟨placeName id="p1"⟩Essex⟨/placeName⟩.
 She had always liked ⟨placeName id="p2"⟩Essex⟨/placeName⟩.
 ⟨note type="uncertainty" resp="MSM" target="p1 p2"⟩
   It is not clear here whether ⟨mentioned⟩Essex⟨/mentioned⟩ refers to the place or to the nobleman. If the latter, it should be tagged as a personal name. -MSM
 ⟨/note⟩
```

The context in ⟨note⟩ adds explanations to the part of information that is regarded not certain, e.g., Essex as a name of a place is not absolutely certain.

Yet in [13], an XML-based approach to storing and exchanging experimental and critically evaluated thermophysical and thermochemical property data with uncertainty was reported. Uncertain values are divided into different categories, such as, standard uncertainty, expanded uncertainty, level of confidence. Different tags are designated to indicate these different uncertain values. Similarly, [8] describes how materials property data which may be uncertain are composed into MatML, an extended XML format. A segment of MatML document encoding uncertainty on a particular type of carpet is given in Figure 1.

Obviously, all the above formats are too simple for most of the applications where uncertainty can be in heterogeneous forms and is associated with particular values with possible constrains on uncertainty distributions. Research effort offering comprehensive XML structures holding uncertain information is reported in various papers (e.g., [31, 19, 23, 25, 30, 1, 9]). A common feature among these papers is that some specific tags are used for representing uncertain information are explicitly created, and usually these tags have particular meanings when manipulating uncertainties.

Two typical examples of integrating probabilistic uncertain information into XML documents are [31] and [19]. In [31], a probability value can either be assigned to a leaf node (a textentry) or a tagname, and a single XML document can have many probability values attached to leaves and tagnames at different levels of granularity. As a result, the main focus of the research is on calculating the final probability of a value
Fig. 1. An simple XML document with uncertainty values

(of a tagname) given all the probabilities available in the XML. In contrast, in [19], the main focus of the research is on integrating multiple XML documents which may contain no probabilistic information initially, but the integration result can lead to some values being uncertain. Therefore, the effort of the paper is on how to generate a merged XML document and how to obtain the posterior probabilities after merging.

Since precise probabilistic values are not easy to obtain in practice, other numerical values are often used, such as probability intervals, or mass functions in Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence (DS theory) which can be regarded as an extension of probability theory. In [30], DS theory is deployed to represent and calculate uncertain information associated with subsets of possible values of tags. Assuming that each piece of evidence provides beliefs on some subsets of possible values of a tag, multiple pieces of evidence accumulated on the same tag are combined in DS theory to take into account the effect of all the evidence. It also provides a way to calculate probability intervals of collections of values across tags.

Attempts to model uncertainty using fuzzy techniques in XML are reported in [9] and [1]. In the former, numerical values representing the importance of tags are attached to tagnames. These values are interpreted in fuzzy theory and used to calculate the importance of a set of tagnames in comparison to other sets of tagnames, so that more important information can be used first to make decisions. In the latter, XML Miner is introduced. XML Miner is a collection of tools for mining data and text expressed in XML, extracting knowledge and re-using that knowledge in products and applications in the form of fuzzy logic expert system rules. For example, in metarules and fuzzy inference engine XML rules, numerical quantities are described as fuzzytuples with the following format. In addition, for categorical outputs, the system supplies both the most likely category, with associated uncertainty, and an ordered list of alternate categories (if they exist) annotated with confidence levels.

(fuzzytuple)
  (constant)0.5/(constant)
  (constant)1.0/(constant)
Data are often contributed by various sources over time. Imprecise and uncertain information is often described in different forms too, such as, probabilistic, possibilistic, fuzziness, probabilistic interval, beliefs. Therefore, developing a formal approach to handling these all different measures seems inevitable. A logic-based framework presented in [23, 24] aims at establishing a formal structure that can facilitate uncertainty reasoning in formal logics that in turn make use of knowledge in the background knowledgebase to assist querying and merging. The framework has proved to be capable of modelling a variety of forms of uncertainty and has advantages over approaches [19, 31, 30].

Looking beyond XML, under the umbrella of Semantic Web, uncertainty reasoning has attracted increasing attention in recent years. A number of research initiatives have been carried out to make the reasoning on the Web more uncertainty tolerant.

To make Web information more meaningful, a proposal was reported in [32] which integrates probabilities into DAML+OIL, a commonly used ontology language in the Semantic Web. Uncertain statements are marked with probability values instead of assuming that every statement is either true or false as in the current language format. Likewise, [22] proposed a method to model uncertainty in the Semantic Web taxonomies where concepts cannot be organized in crisp subsumption hierarchies.

Description logics (DLs) are highly regarded as the carrier of ontological knowledge on the Semantic Web. To capture uncertainties in ontological knowledge, DLs need to be extended too, such as [41–43, 29], where fuzzy logics and probabilities are introduced into DLs for this purpose.

Merging uncertainty The second challenge is how to integrate or merge uncertain data from different XML documents. We have seen much work on modelling uncertain information in XML above, however, not much work has been done in integrating this kind of information except that were reported in [23, 19, 30]. This is a big contrast to the very active area of XML data integration without uncertainty (e.g. [14, 35, 45, 34]). One of the difficulties of merging uncertain information in XML is to preserve the properties of underlying uncertain reasoning mechanism being used, in addition to the existing challenges facing XML data integration [28, 39].

In [19], pairs of (tag, value) in an XML document and the combination of these pairs are treated as possible worlds. The merging of two probabilistic XML documents is to generate all the combinations of possible worlds from the two documents. As a consequence, there can be a huge number of branches in the merged XML document and there can be varieties of the document. For instance, one example given in the paper consists of two simple XML documents about persons with certainty (no probabilities). One document has details for four persons with each person has tags firstname, lastname, phone, room and associated values, the other document has details for two persons with the same set of tag names and corresponding values. Interestingly, merging these two simple files in [19] generates 3201 possible worlds. Most of the branches in the tree are completely meaningless.
In [23], a logic-based merging tool was proposed which uses a set of fusion rules coupled with background knowledge in the process of merging to guarantee the relevance and correctness of fusion. For instance, for the above example with information for people, if only persons with the same firstname and lastname are interpreted as possibly referring to the same person, then the merging result is a very simple XML document with four segments for four persons containing some probability components indicating multiple values for same tags, such as room or tel - number. Therefore, it is a much simpler and effective way to merge such information.

In [30] patients medical history information and current disease diagnostic information is modelled using XML documents. Since information on medical history of a patient was collected over time and patients may not remember if they have had some diseases when asked, this information can be uncertain or ignorant. Mass functions in DS theory are assigned to subtrees of an XML document as measures of the uncertainty of information being held for the patient. Each subtree (called data forest in [30]) corresponds to a subset of values of a tag, these values can be elementary values, like “blue, red” to tag “color”, or compound values to a high level tag like “medical-history”. Collections of subtrees therefore represent all the possible combinations of values. When assigned to disjoint subtrees, being treated as independent, mass functions are combined using a cross product operator on the set of Cartesian product of the original individual subtrees.

**Querying uncertainty** The third challenge is querying uncertain data in one or multiple XML documents. Obviously, if uncertainty can be associated with data values at different levels of granularity, then querying such an XML document will need to consider how to manipulate uncertainties. In [31], querying a probabilistic XML document is done under the assumption that probabilities assigned to different nodes are independent. The final probability of a value of a tag is thus the result of multiple conditional probabilities on its ancestor’s probabilities, until to the root tag. In [30], the degree of beliefs on a value of a tag is calculated by using the coarsening operator if the mass function involved is assigned to a larger subtree. In [25], a discount operator in DS theory is used to calculate the degree of beliefs of a value of a tag after taking into account the reliability of the initially assigned mass functions (or probabilities). All these approaches to some extend can deal with uncertain information given to different levels of granularity, when certain assumptions are met.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses where XML documents with uncertain information may come from. Section 3 reviews the probabilistic approaches presented in [31, 19] and Section 4 introduces a mass function based method in [30]. Section 5 investigates the logic based fusion framework [23] which can both model and merge uncertain data with different uncertainty reasoning theories. It will also demonstrate how the other methods introduced in the previous sections can be subsumed in this general framework. Section 5 summarizes the paper.
2 XML with uncertain information: where are they from?

Many sources can contribute to the uncertainty of data or information being held in XML documents. In this section, we examine a number of situations where uncertainty in information is inevitable.

Information Retrieval Traditional information retrieval may be understood as retrieving documents containing specific keywords. In recent years, however, there have been major research activities in automated information extraction from text documents. The extracted information often has some form of certainty or probabilistic measures associated with it. For example, in [37], a web-based question answering system (NSIR) was implemented where the search of relevant documents is performed through the evaluation of combinations of Document + Sentence + Phrase, proximity + qtype. A probabilistic table with relevant phrases is created to rank the retrieved information, given a query. This system is used to populate a probabilistic XML database described in [31] by repeatedly asking NSIR appropriate follow-up questions.

Summaritive and evaluative information XML documents can be used to represent semi-structured information that describes information in one or more scientific datasources (such as journals, databases of empirical results, etc). Such an XML document may contain summaritive information about the datasource (e.g. information from an abstract, summary of techniques used, etc) plus evaluative information about the datasource (e.g. delineation of uncertainties and errors in the information source, qualifications of the key findings, etc). These documents can be constructed by hand, by information extraction systems (e.g. [10]), or as the result of querying and analysing scientific databases in [34].

In [18], a system called Persival was developed which aims at providing tailored presentation of relevant medical literature for both physicians and lay consumers. Based on a user’s query, the system takes documents (including images and video) as input, and generates one or more paragraphs of summary from the input documents, highlighting the common points and the differences among these input documents. The summaries can also be provided at different levels of granularity depending on who the user is. Each summary follows a fixed structure including introduction, methods, results, and discussion. For documents with patient medical records, the output is in a more structured format which can be easily represented with XML documents. Already in [34], the query results of medical journals are directly expressed as XML documents and these results are merged to reduce incompleteness and error messages. Another example of this kind is [11] in which temporal clinical semi-structured information is first modelled in a graphical model and then translated into XML documents.

Querying and using data in datasets The third source that contributes to XML documents containing uncertain information is querying databases, no matter the databases have uncertain data or not. For example, there are many online information resources available for bioinformatics, most of the information is in semi-structured format and may consists of uncertain information. For instance, the Cancer Genome Anatomy Project [4] tries to establish associations between Tags and Genes and between Genes and Functions. It creates tables connecting tags and genes with probabilities. Thus, a table may have the following set of attributes (Tag, Gene, ..., Probability) which shows the probabilities of associations between Tags and Genes. [17] provides tools querying
such statistical and probabilistic summaries of data, and produces probabilistic answers to queries. Either the information in the original data table or in the result of queries can be easily stored in XML format, thus creating XML documents for further uses.

Data mining is often used to develop predictive models from data, but rarely addresses how to use these models. At the same time, predictive models are often complex and ordinary users face great difficulties understanding them. In order to make the models more usable, predictive models from machine learning or data mining approaches are represented using XML documents in [47], and then used through a web-based or Palm handheld-based decision shell. For instance, if a predictive model for the diagnosis of organ-confined tumor is accessible through the decision shell, then given the data of a particular patient required by the model, a probabilistic result of diagnosis will be returned after running the model. The probabilistic result can be saved in an XML document either for immediate decisions or for future references. Effort reported in [47] can be seen as a special case of [3] which is creating a standard Predictive Modelling Makeup Language (PMML) by the Data Mining Group (DMG) based on XML for researchers in machine learning and data mining communities to store, cross-use and compare their predictive models. With more predictive models available, different aspects of tests of a single patient can be obtained which form a collection of XML documents with uncertain information (or knowledge). Taking the results from different classifiers (predictive models) as evidence, the combination of them usually deploys a technique that is capable of merging uncertainties implied in the results [5].

There are many other applications that often generate output with uncertainty. Some of these examples are image processing (e.g., [33, 36]), fault diagnosis (e.g., [38, 44]), and many more as listed in [31] and [21]. In summary, with XML being increasingly used as a standard data modelling and exchanging format for all kinds of data, and with the fact that some of these data values may be uncertain, establishing a standard structure for representing, merging, and querying uncertain information in XML documents is a pressing task in the Web era.

## 3 Probabilistic XML

In [31], a probabilistic XML model was presented to deal with information with uncertainty that was in the form of probabilities. Two types of probability assignments are distinguished, mutually exclusive or not mutually exclusive. For the first type, probabilities are assigned to single atoms where only one of these atoms can be true, and the total sum of probability values is less than or equal to 1 (as for \(<\text{precipitation}\>)). For the second type, two single atoms can be compatible, so the total sum of probabilities can be greater than 1 (as for \(<\text{cities}\>)). Using this model, we can construct an XML report as illustrated in Figure 2.

This model allows probabilities to be assigned to multiple granularities. When this occurs, the probability of an element is true is conditioned upon the existence of its parent (with probability), and so on until up to the root of the tree. A query is answered by tracing the relevant branches with the text entries specified by the query, and calculating probabilities using the conditional probabilities along these branches. These derived probabilities are then either multiplied or added depending on whether the “and” or the
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for probabilities (denoted as \( \nabla \)). In this paper, three types of tags are identified as: (1) tags that stand for probabilities (denoted as \( \nabla \)); (2) tags that stand for possible values associated with

\[
\text{Prob}(\text{cityName} = \text{London} \land (\text{precipitation} = \text{sunny} \lor \text{precipitation} = \text{rain})) \\
\land \text{data} = 19/03/02) \\
= \text{Prob}((\text{cityName} = \text{London} \land \text{precipitation} = \text{sunny} \land \text{data} = 19/03/02) \\
\lor (\text{cityName} = \text{London} \land \text{precipitation} = \text{rain} \land \text{data} = 19/03/02)) \\
= \text{Prob}(\text{cityName} = \text{London}) \times \text{Prob}(\text{precipitation} = \text{sunny}) \\
+ \text{Prob}(\text{cityName} = \text{London}) \times \text{Prob}(\text{precipitation} = \text{rain}) \\
+ \text{Prob}(\text{cities} \mid \text{report}) \times \text{Prob}(\text{data} = 19/03/02) \times \text{Prob}(\text{data} = 19/03/02 \mid \text{report}) \\
\times \text{Prob}(\text{report}) \\
= 1.0 \times 0.1 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 + 1.0 \times 0.7 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \\
= 0.07 + 0.49 = 0.56.
\]

The main advantage of this model is that it allows probabilities to be assigned to multiple levels of subtrees and provides a means to calculate the joint probability from them. However, it does not consider merging multiple probabilistic XML documents on the same issue.

Another method to model and reason with probabilistic XML information is reported in [19]. In this paper, three types of tags are identified as: (1) tags that stand for probabilities (denoted as \( \nabla \)); (2) tags that stand for possible values associated with

Fig. 2. An XML report using the framework in ProTDB

“or” operation are used in the original query. For instance, the query “London is either sunny or rain on 19/3/02” is evaluated as:

\[
\text{Prob}(\text{cityName} = \text{London} \land (\text{precipitation} = \text{sunny} \lor \text{precipitation} = \text{rain})) \\
\land \text{data} = 19/03/02) \\
= \text{Prob}((\text{cityName} = \text{London} \land \text{precipitation} = \text{sunny} \land \text{data} = 19/03/02) \\
\lor (\text{cityName} = \text{London} \land \text{precipitation} = \text{rain} \land \text{data} = 19/03/02)) \\
= \text{Prob}(\text{cityName} = \text{London}) \times \text{Prob}(\text{precipitation} = \text{sunny}) \\
+ \text{Prob}(\text{cityName} = \text{London}) \times \text{Prob}(\text{precipitation} = \text{rain}) \\
+ \text{Prob}(\text{cities} \mid \text{report}) \times \text{Prob}(\text{data} = 19/03/02) \times \text{Prob}(\text{data} = 19/03/02 \mid \text{report}) \\
\times \text{Prob}(\text{report}) \\
= 1.0 \times 0.1 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 + 1.0 \times 0.7 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \\
= 0.07 + 0.49 = 0.56.
\]

The main advantage of this model is that it allows probabilities to be assigned to multiple levels of subtrees and provides a means to calculate the joint probability from them. However, it does not consider merging multiple probabilistic XML documents on the same issue.

Another method to model and reason with probabilistic XML information is reported in [19]. In this paper, three types of tags are identified as: (1) tags that stand for probabilities (denoted as \( \nabla \)); (2) tags that stand for possible values associated with

\[
\text{Prob}(\text{cityName} = \text{London} \land (\text{precipitation} = \text{sunny} \lor \text{precipitation} = \text{rain})) \\
\land \text{data} = 19/03/02) \\
= \text{Prob}((\text{cityName} = \text{London} \land \text{precipitation} = \text{sunny} \land \text{data} = 19/03/02) \\
\lor (\text{cityName} = \text{London} \land \text{precipitation} = \text{rain} \land \text{data} = 19/03/02)) \\
= \text{Prob}(\text{cityName} = \text{London}) \times \text{Prob}(\text{precipitation} = \text{sunny}) \\
+ \text{Prob}(\text{cityName} = \text{London}) \times \text{Prob}(\text{precipitation} = \text{rain}) \\
+ \text{Prob}(\text{cities} \mid \text{report}) \times \text{Prob}(\text{data} = 19/03/02) \times \text{Prob}(\text{data} = 19/03/02 \mid \text{report}) \\
\times \text{Prob}(\text{report}) \\
= 1.0 \times 0.1 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 + 1.0 \times 0.7 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \\
= 0.07 + 0.49 = 0.56.
\]

The main advantage of this model is that it allows probabilities to be assigned to multiple levels of subtrees and provides a means to calculate the joint probability from them. However, it does not consider merging multiple probabilistic XML documents on the same issue.

Another method to model and reason with probabilistic XML information is reported in [19]. In this paper, three types of tags are identified as: (1) tags that stand for probabilities (denoted as \( \nabla \)); (2) tags that stand for possible values associated with
probabilities (denoted as ◦); and (3) ordinary tag names (denoted as ●). A tree structure including these notations is illustrated in Figure 3 [19], where ‘nm’ stands for ‘name’ and ‘tel’ stands for ‘telephone number’.

![Fig. 3. A probabilistic tree simulating part of an XML document](image)

Since the authors in the paper did not provide the actual XML structure for the example (or any other examples) to explicitly show how these types of tags are represented, we created an XML document for this example based on our own understanding as demonstrated in Figure 4 left. As we can see, there is lot of redundant information in this XML document, such as all the tags related to possible values are not strictly required, since a possible tag will always sit between a probability tag and a normal tag.

This XML structure can be easily rewritten into the XML format designed in [31] as shown in Figure 4 right which is more straightforward. However, an XML document written in the latter format cannot be converted into the structure of the former, since the former only deals with strict probability distributions, which is referred to as mutually-exclusive in the latter and does not discuss how the non-mutually-exclusive probabilities should be processed.

4 Mass function based XML

If we examine the content of Figure 3 in more detail, we will find that it actually reveal the information about different combinations of a name and a telephone number. The left branch (with a probability value 0.7) says that the probability of a person with name John having a telephone number either 1111 or 2222 is 0.7. The right hand branch says that there could be two persons with the same name John having telephone numbers 1111 and 2222 respectively and the probability of this happening is 0.3. Sometimes for a situation where different scenarios of combinations of values have to be considered, probability distributions are not adequate since a belief maybe associated with a subset of scenarios, rather than with each single scenario. To address this problem, Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence is deployed in [30] where mass values are assigned to subsets of scenarios of combinations of values. Let us look at an example taken from the paper as illustrated in Figure 5.
Fig. 4. Two XML documents containing the probabilistic information given in Figure 3 where “m-e” stands for “mutually-exclusive”

Fig. 5. Scenarios of history of a patient’s diagnoses. Scenario (a) has two results, (b) and (c) each has one result.
The example shows how to model the history of diagnoses of a patient. Since this information may be collected over time through patient records and conversations with the patient, precise information as exactly what diagnoses the patient has had can be ambiguous in some cases. Give a particular patient with two possible diagnoses, GRED and Dyspepsia, the three scenarios in Figure 5 show the three possible situations (that can be modelled as three segments of an XML document) as what the patient might actually have had. In a case of certainty, e.g., the diagnosis is GRED, then the other two scenarios are redundant, so only one piece of information is useful and only one segment of XML document is needed. In a case of uncertainty, this collection of scenarios (called data forests in [30]) can be assigned beliefs in terms of mass functions\(^1\) to tell which scenario(s) is more likely. For instance, the following mass functions are all possible where elements \(a, b, c\) in these mass functions refer to the scenarios in Figure 5. Element \(I\) in mass function \(m_4\) says that if the two diagnoses, GERD and Dyspepsia, are both wrong, then the diagnosis can be something else. This element is added in [30] to guarantee that the set of values is always exhaustive.

\[
\begin{align*}
m_1(\{a\}) &= 0.2, \quad m_1(\{b\}) = 0.4, \quad m_1(\{c\}) = 0.4; \\
m_2(\{a\}) &= 0.4, \quad m_2(\{a, b, c\}) = 0.6; \\
m_3(\{a\}) &= 0.4, \quad m_3(\{b, c\}) = 0.6; \\
m_4(\{a\}) &= 0.4, \quad m_4(I) = 0.6.
\end{align*}
\]

Mass function \(m_1\) is actually a probability distribution, so this distribution and the three scenarios can be modelled using the XML formats in both [19] and [31]. The other three mass functions can also be modelled using the format in [19], since this structure allows replicates of segments. However, it is not clear if this structure can support the manipulation of mass functions, if there are multiple mass functions available in a single XML document. As for the format provided by [31], it is unclear if it can be used to represent these mass distributions, especially the ones like \(m_2\), since \(\{a\}\) and \(\{a, b, c\}\) are certainly not mutually exclusive, but the sum of their mass values has to be one. Furthermore, the calculations approach proposed in the paper will not be adequate for mass distributions either.

5 Hybrid uncertainties in XML

As we have seen above that both probabilistic and belief information can be present in XML documents. It is also possible that such pieces of information co-exist in a single XML file since information can be accumulated over time. A single uncertainty reasoning oriented XML is not sufficient to accommodate both types of information.

A logic based fusion rule technique, which can model various types of uncertain information within different segments of an XML file has been developed in [23–25] to address the needs of heterogeneity in uncertain information. Uncertainty can be modelled in either probability theory, belief function theory [40], or possibility theory [16].

---

\(^1\) A mass function is defined as: \(m : 2^S \to [0, 1]\) such that \(m(A) \geq 0\) and \(\Sigma_{A \subseteq S} m(A) = 1\), where \(S\) is a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive values to a variable.
We consider two types of uncertainty described in [23] here, probability values and mass functions in DS theory. The formal modelling approach to representing these two types of uncertainty is given in the following two definitions.

A segment of XML document is a **probability-valid component** if the segment satisfies the following structure constraint.

\[
\langle \text{probability} \rangle \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n \langle \text{/probability} \rangle
\]

where \( \sigma_i \in \{ \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n \} \) is of the form

\[
\langle \text{prob value} = \kappa \rangle \phi \langle \text{/prob} \rangle
\]

where \( \kappa \in [0, 1] \) and \( \phi \) is a textentry.

A segment of XML document is a **belief-function-valid component** if the segment satisfies the following structure constraint.

\[
\langle \text{belfunction} \rangle \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n \langle \text{/belfunction} \rangle
\]

where \( \sigma_i \in \{ \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n \} \) is of the form

\[
\langle \text{mass value} = \kappa \rangle \sigma^1_{i1}, \ldots, \sigma^m_{im} \langle \text{/mass} \rangle
\]

and for each \( \sigma^j_{ij} \in \{ \sigma_{i1}^1, \ldots, \sigma_{im}^m \} \), \( \sigma^j_{ij} \) is of the form

\[
\langle \text{massitem} \rangle \phi \langle \text{/massitem} \rangle
\]

where \( \kappa \in [0, 1] \) and \( \phi \) is a textentry.

All textentries in the above two definitions are elements of a pre-defined set \( S \) in the background knowledgebase. We also require that \( \Sigma_i \kappa_i = 1 \) for both cases to preserve the constraints in both theories.

Let us take prostate cancer prediction and diagnosis as an example to see how to use the above structures to model uncertain information. Higher Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) value through a blood test can flag the possibility of cancer. However, this method is subject to inaccuracy, due to the fact that a higher PSA value can be influenced by many other factors, such as prostate inflammation and horse riding, before taking the blood sample. In general, this method is about 70% accurate in cancer diagnosis (http://medic.med.uth.tmc.edu/ptnt/00000390.htm). This high level summary can be represented in an XML document as shown in Figure 6.

Now assume that Patient A has a PSA value 12. This value can be fed into the above structure to get initial diagnosis which says that this patient has cancer with probability \( 0.65 \). Since this diagnosis is not 100% accurate, the reliability factor has to be considered too. In [23], a probability-valid segment can be converted into a belief function-valid segment and in [25] a belief function-valid segment can be processed to integrate reliability factor into mass functions. Therefore, using the information in Figure 6 coupled with PSA=12 for Patient A, the final diagnosis gives \( m(\text{Cancer}) = 0.455, m(\text{NoCancer}) = 0.245, m(\text{Cancer, NoCancer}) = 0.3 \) and the XML segment is

\[
\langle \text{belfunction} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{massitem} \rangle \text{Cancer} \langle \text{/massitem} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{mass} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{massvalue} = \text{"0.455\"} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{massitem} \rangle \text{NoCancer} \langle \text{/massitem} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{mass} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{massvalue} = \text{"0.245\"} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{massitem} \rangle \text{Cancer} \langle \text{/massitem} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{mass} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{massvalue} = \text{"0.3\"} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{massitem} \rangle \text{NoCancer} \langle \text{/massitem} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{/belfunction} \rangle
\]

In the fusion rule approach, non-leaf level uncertain information, such as probability values, is represented as reliability values, in contrast to both cases in [19] and [31], where the latter two use probability notations throughout. As demonstrated in [25], calculations of the final degree of probability of a value belonging to a tag produce the same result from [25] and [31] given the same XML information, even though,
the uncertain information is modelled differently. In this sense, these two approaches are equivalent in terms of modelling information. However the approach in [23, 25] is better than that in [31] in respect to merging information, which is not considered in [31]. The main focus of [19] is to merge multiple XML documents with no or limited uncertain information to start with and to produce the merged document with probabilistic values. The manipulation of final probabilities seems to be very simple (which was not explicitly discussed in the paper). Since there is little background knowledge to guide the merge process, almost all combinations of branches (called possible worlds in [19], which are usually near to the leaf level) from two XML documents need to be considered, and various forms of structures of XML document can be produced as a result of a simple merge. This overwhelmingly complex procedure can be simplified with the adequate use of background knowledge to assess which two segments may contain related information to make the merging more sensible, as used in [23]. Therefore, [23] is better than [19], especially for merging complex XML documents with highly relevant information. In terms of modelling information, the former is simpler than the latter too, as shown in Figure 7 which models the same information as that in Figure 4 left. The apparent structural differences among [19, 23, 25, 31] is being investigated in which XSLT is used as part of a tool to transform one XML document into the format of another XML document.

The definition of belfunction-valid component on leaf-node can be easily extended to non-leaf nodes, e.g., to branches as suggested in [30]. By extending leaf-level bel-
Fig. 7. An XML document for the same information as in Figure 4

function component to non-leaf level nodes, coupled with assistant fusion rules, the rest of the fusion rule technique can be directly applied.

6 Conclusion

In this short survey paper, we have examined the current state of the art of modelling and merging uncertain information presented in XML documents. As XML is being increasingly used on the Web as a standard for data storage and exchange, modelling uncertain and incomplete information as well as merging these pieces of information have become an important and urgent issue.

Various approaches proposed so far have different advantages and limitations, some approaches focused on modelling, the others addressed merging uncertain information. The only approach that considered both is [23] which also has the ability to deploy hybrid uncertain reasoning mechanisms. It seems that the fusion rule technique can provide a formal platform for addressing these issues and has the potential to standardize the various proposals of modelling uncertain information in XML available so far.

A collection of papers that we did not discuss in this paper is on using probability intervals to model uncertainty in XML (e.g., [15, 20, 21, 46]). In [15], the idea of dealing with probabilities (and intervals) and semistructured data was first proposed. This model was extended to XML structure in [46]. Although the apparent format is XML-based, the query manipulation is very much traditional database oriented using algebras. Similarly, a semistructured instance in [21] can be taken as a branch of an XML document. The manipulations of probabilities, either intervals ([21]) or point based ([20]) are also database oriented.
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